Name:

Personal Goals for 2007:

One thing in my performance that I’m not happy about:

Professional Development & support required:

Responsibilities:

Committee/ Sub School / Learning team Membership:

Level of Authority/ Understanding of role

Reviewer 2007
Professional Development Priorities for 2007 are:

**School Priorities:**
7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Infusion of *Covey’s 7 Habits*
New and Returning Teachers
New school Reports
Restorative Practices
Spelling
Behaviour Management
Student Pathways
Leading Teams
Peer to peer coaching

**Information Technology:**
Interactive Whiteboards

**Sub School / Learning Team:**

**Blueprint for Education:**
Student Learning
Essential Learning Standards

Priority will be given to Professional Develop and Curriculum Days where it is possible to In Service large numbers of staff based upon school and DET priorities without the cost of CRT replacement.